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About This Game

► Gameplay:
There is something in the distance that you don`t want to see... oh wait! It`s our game!

Collect mystical arcane gems, which are scattered around the maze, activate portals and avoid these cute monsters.
That`s all. Easy game for easy life. Enjoy.

► Co-op now in beta version, we are working on it. Please, be patient.

► Additional Information: I love you
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Title: Happy Maze
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
DoshMallow Games
Publisher:
Fresh Wind Software
Release Date: 21 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Xp

Processor: Any CPU 2 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 2 GB Video memory and DX 11 Support

DirectX: Version 11

English,Russian
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10 \u0435\u0431\u0430\u043d\u044b\u0445 \u043a\u0430\u043b\u0435\u0447\u0430\u043d\u0446\u0435\u0432
\u0438\u0437 10 \u043e\u0431\u0434\u0440\u0438\u0441\u0430\u0442\u043d\u0446\u0435\u0432. Playing this game makes
me envy lab rats shot full of hormones deliriously navigating a maze for scientific study before mercifully being thrown into a
snake's jowels to be slowly digested over the course of several hours.

How in God's name does this have a positive rating on here?

At the very least I thought I was buying an intentionally dumb game that would have that cool, happy song in it from the trailer,
which would at least make evading these generic\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 poorly-animated "enemies" and repetitive
(read: copy\/pasted hallways, over and over) locales at least somewhat enjoyable in a delirious, braindead way. Instead of the
interesting \/ funny contrast created by the song in the trailer, in the game itself it has
spooky\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ambient music and an occassional groan from the monsters when they see you. They
don't attack you, and you don't have any health or anything, so they instead just walk toward you and push you along down the
hallways, I presume in the hopes of getting you stuck at a dead end to prevent you from progressing and thus making you load
an earlier save (assuming you even play the game long enough to bother to make a save. Protip: Spare yourself the KBs used to
create a save and just delete the game instead.)

I will now briefly describe the gameplay in this game. You may want to grab a pen and paper to take notes to keep track. I can
wait...

Okay, are you ready??? In this game........... you walk around a maze (although not really a maze since you're given a map that
shows everything, including the locations of where the items are you "need" to collect) to walk around, grab 7 gems (by going
through the laborious process of tilting the mouse to look down at a 45 degree angle and then clicking LMB once) Then wander
around the maze doing this another 6 times, while avoiding being pushed into a wall and unable to move by one of the
aforementioned "monsters" You then return to the initial room where you entered the level to enter a portal, which upon doing
so you are immediately transported to another set of hallways (no visual or sound effects just immediately thrown into another
set of hallways) with another 7 gems to collect with another set of dumb monsters shuffling around aimlessly.

The game's self-aware trailer with its "awards" section and the very brief description of the game itself I was hoping were
indications of a game that knows it's horrible but has some kind of endearing charm but having booted it up and now seeing that
same tongue-in-cheek "humor" it comes across as more of a con than anything and I'm stunned this game is even available for
purchase.

. It's "worth" your money. Completely "balanced" and "fun" 9\/11 would play again.. Hi, I would not reccomend this game for
the following reasons :

1. I bought it solely to make profit off the trading cards when it was on sale, but I never got dropped even after 2 hours of
leaving the game on and actively playing 15+ mins.

2. The game is very buggy and crashes multiple times even though I can run games like gta 5 perfectly.

3. The game is boring. And gets repetitive after 5 mins.. Got pushed into a wall by two red-eyed turd golems in the second maze,
didn't kill me, but was quite stuck. For free or cheap is all it's worth.. i think is the rozwoijaj\u0105ca sie game and please add
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something od siebie ok ?
. This game's title "Happy Maze" only gets one thing right.

There is a maze, but you won't be happy with it.
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